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Standardizing SN Ia, with SALT2

!μB = mB − M + α × x1 − β × c
SALT2



16 J. Guy and SNLS Collaboration: SALT2
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Fig. 3. The color law c ×CL(λ) as a function of wavelength for a value
of c of 0.1 (solid line). The dashed curve represents the extinction with
respect to B band, (Aλ−AB), from Cardelli et al. (1989) with RV = 3.1
and E(B − V) = 0.1, and the dotted line is the color law obtained with
SALT (very close to the result obtained here).

Benetti et al. (2004). There is a good match in the ∆m15 range of
the training sample (∆m15 < 1.6).

One must however evaluate carefully the statistical signifi-
cance of the trends in the model. Statistical errors of this model
rely on the weighting applied to spectra, and are sensitive to
the errors assumed for photometric measurements which are not
very secure for most nearby supernovae. Hence this accuracy of
the modeling must be evaluated with distributions of residuals as
described in the next paragraph.

6. The remaining variability

In order to assert the predictability of the model we need an in-
dependent data set that is not used in the training procedure.
However, since we do not have a large number of measurements
available, we resorted to a jackknife procedure: for each SN,
we trained the model using all SNe from Table 2 but this one,
and looked at residuals of the SN measurements to the retrieved
model, fitting only the parameters concerning this particular SN,
i.e. the date of maximum, (x0,1), and color.

The residuals obtained by this method are a priori highly cor-
related, and this correlation is difficult to estimate from first prin-
ciples. However we would like to use this information to extract
some intrinsic variability of the SNe, beyond the principal com-
ponents of the model, in order to weight data according to this
variability in addition to measurement errors. We resorted to the
following simplification, using two kinds of residuals (or model
errors): i) diagonal errors of the model are estimated from fits of
light-curves with an independent normalization for each of them.
The residuals obtained are of course still correlated, but we allow
ourselves to treat them as independent, assuming that the corre-
lation length (along time axis) is smaller than the data sampling
for most light-curves4. ii) K-correction uncertainties, which can
be estimated using the difference between the peak magnitude
obtained from a single light-curve fit, and the one predicted by
the model in the same filter, fitting all light-curves.

6.1. Diagonal uncertainties

We use the correlations between the estimates of the compo-
nents given by the correlation matrix retrieved at the end of the

4 It is actually the purpose of the principal component analysis to
extract all the correlations between observables for a given SN.
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Fig. 4. Spectra at −10, 0, +15 and +35 days about B-band maximum
for values of x1 of −2, 0, 2 (corresponding to stretches of 0.8, 1.0, 1.2;
light gray, black curve, dark gray) and null BV color excess. The shaded
areas correspond to the one standard deviation estimate as described in
Sect. 6.1. The dashed curves represents the spectra of N02 (version 1.2).
All spectra are arbitrarily normalized.

training procedure. However, we allow ourself to scale these sta-
tistical uncertainties on the model in p, λ bins to account for the
remaining variability.

The model variance can then be defined as:

VMODEL(x1, p, λ) = S(p, λ) × VMEAN(x1, p, λ)
VMEAN(x1, p, λ) = HT

0 V0H0 + x2
1 HT

1 V1 H1 + 2x1HT
0 C0,1H1

where H0(p, λ) and H1(p, λ) are the vectors defined in Sect. 2.1
for components 0 and 1, V0, V1 and C0,1 are the full variance and
covariance matrices of the components, and S(p, λ) the scaling
function.

In each p, λ bin, S(p, λ) is evaluated so that
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where ( fi) and (σi) are the measurements and their associated
uncertainties. We evaluated separately these errors for light-
curves and spectra, in order to take into account the correlated
errors along the wavelength axis when dealing with photometric
data.

Guy+ 2007

Light Curve shape 
in SALT2, !x1

�x1 = − 2

�x1 = 0

�x1 = 2
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Fig. 3. The color law c ×CL(λ) as a function of wavelength for a value
of c of 0.1 (solid line). The dashed curve represents the extinction with
respect to B band, (Aλ−AB), from Cardelli et al. (1989) with RV = 3.1
and E(B − V) = 0.1, and the dotted line is the color law obtained with
SALT (very close to the result obtained here).

Benetti et al. (2004). There is a good match in the ∆m15 range of
the training sample (∆m15 < 1.6).

One must however evaluate carefully the statistical signifi-
cance of the trends in the model. Statistical errors of this model
rely on the weighting applied to spectra, and are sensitive to
the errors assumed for photometric measurements which are not
very secure for most nearby supernovae. Hence this accuracy of
the modeling must be evaluated with distributions of residuals as
described in the next paragraph.

6. The remaining variability

In order to assert the predictability of the model we need an in-
dependent data set that is not used in the training procedure.
However, since we do not have a large number of measurements
available, we resorted to a jackknife procedure: for each SN,
we trained the model using all SNe from Table 2 but this one,
and looked at residuals of the SN measurements to the retrieved
model, fitting only the parameters concerning this particular SN,
i.e. the date of maximum, (x0,1), and color.

The residuals obtained by this method are a priori highly cor-
related, and this correlation is difficult to estimate from first prin-
ciples. However we would like to use this information to extract
some intrinsic variability of the SNe, beyond the principal com-
ponents of the model, in order to weight data according to this
variability in addition to measurement errors. We resorted to the
following simplification, using two kinds of residuals (or model
errors): i) diagonal errors of the model are estimated from fits of
light-curves with an independent normalization for each of them.
The residuals obtained are of course still correlated, but we allow
ourselves to treat them as independent, assuming that the corre-
lation length (along time axis) is smaller than the data sampling
for most light-curves4. ii) K-correction uncertainties, which can
be estimated using the difference between the peak magnitude
obtained from a single light-curve fit, and the one predicted by
the model in the same filter, fitting all light-curves.

6.1. Diagonal uncertainties

We use the correlations between the estimates of the compo-
nents given by the correlation matrix retrieved at the end of the

4 It is actually the purpose of the principal component analysis to
extract all the correlations between observables for a given SN.
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for values of x1 of −2, 0, 2 (corresponding to stretches of 0.8, 1.0, 1.2;
light gray, black curve, dark gray) and null BV color excess. The shaded
areas correspond to the one standard deviation estimate as described in
Sect. 6.1. The dashed curves represents the spectra of N02 (version 1.2).
All spectra are arbitrarily normalized.

training procedure. However, we allow ourself to scale these sta-
tistical uncertainties on the model in p, λ bins to account for the
remaining variability.

The model variance can then be defined as:

VMODEL(x1, p, λ) = S(p, λ) × VMEAN(x1, p, λ)
VMEAN(x1, p, λ) = HT

0 V0H0 + x2
1 HT

1 V1 H1 + 2x1HT
0 C0,1H1

where H0(p, λ) and H1(p, λ) are the vectors defined in Sect. 2.1
for components 0 and 1, V0, V1 and C0,1 are the full variance and
covariance matrices of the components, and S(p, λ) the scaling
function.

In each p, λ bin, S(p, λ) is evaluated so that
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where ( fi) and (σi) are the measurements and their associated
uncertainties. We evaluated separately these errors for light-
curves and spectra, in order to take into account the correlated
errors along the wavelength axis when dealing with photometric
data.
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Cardelli+ 89

�  = 3.1, E(B-V) = 0.1RV

c=0.1

�f(λ) = c × CL(λ)



But …



SN Dimensionality

SN Ia Dimensionality 9

Figure 6. The solid lines show the observed distribution of the number of twins for thresholds of 6th percentile (top panel),
12th percentile (middle panel), and 18th percentile (bottom panel). As a comparison, the mean ± the standard deviation
from 10,000 simulated datasets is overplotted on each (this comparison must be made to simulated data, rather than Equation 2,
to add appropriate binomial noise). The model is an excellent match to the observed data.

disfavored for both the exponential and Gaussian distributions, as both produce number-of-twins distributions that
are too narrow. I thus conclude that the choice of distribution does not strongly a↵ect the best fit. This should be
explored in future work, especially as the number of SNe in twins analyses increases.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work presents a framework for inferring the dimensionality of the SN Ia parameter space based on the narrowing
of the twin-SN PDF with increasing dimensionality. The dimensionality inferred is ⇠ 3 or 5, depending on the twinness
threshold chosen (summarized in Table 2). I validate the analysis on simulated data, and show that the results are
reasonably stable under di↵erent assumptions.
I now briefly revisit the list of applications in Section 1.

Rubin 2019

~3 parameters after de-reddening



1. What is SNEMO?


2. How well does it standardization today’s data sets?

“Initial Evaluation of SNEMO 
Standardization Derived From 

Current Light Curves”



What is SNEMO?

Saunders+ 2018
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Figure 8. Demonstrative spectra and lightcurves produced using SNEMO7. See Figure 6 for descriptions

of each panel.
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Figure 8. Demonstrative spectra and lightcurves produced using SNEMO7. See Figure 6 for descriptions

of each panel.

What is SNEMO?
SN Ia spectral-time 

series model

Saunders+ 2018



The SNEMO Family

Saunders+ 2018



Expectation Maximization 
Factor Analysis  



SNEMO-N ⊄ SNEMO-N+1

Caution



SNEMO2 & SNEMO7
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Figure 7. Demonstrative spectra and lightcurves produced using the SALT2 Model. See Figure 6 for

descriptions of each panel.
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SNEMO7
Eigenvectors 0–2 & 5–6

Saunders+ 2018



Initial Evaluation of Standardization 
from Light Curves Using SNEMO2 & 

SNEMO7

Rose+ 2019, ApJ submitted



Three Method Asides

Data Sets
• Carnegie SN Project DR3

• Foundation

• Joint Light-curve Analysis



Three Method Asides

Data Sets

0%, 1%, 2% of peak flux added 
to diagonal of covariance matrix, 
as a naive error model

• Carnegie SN Project DR3

• Foundation

• Joint Light-curve Analysis

Uncertainty Model



Three Method Asides

Initial Evaluation of SNEMO Light Curve Standardization 5

Table 1. Number of SN Ia passing quality cuts from various SNEMO models.

CSP Foundation CfA SDSS SNLS HST Total

Total SNe 134 223 97 371 239 9 1073

Host mass avail. 99 99 97 371 239 9 914

SNEMO2

No Error Model

�i  2 96 99 95 355 234 6 885

1% Error Model

�i  2 96 98 96 355 234 7 886

2% Error Model

�i  2 97 98 94 352 234 6 881

SNEMO7

No Error Model

�i  1 80 36 16 12 13 0 157

�i  2 83 62 45 24 26 0 240

1% Error Model

�i  1 66 9 4 11 0 0 90

�i  2 75 52 28 21 18 0 194

2% Error Model

�i  1 36 0 1 2 0 0 39

�i  2 73 22 9 15 7 0 126

Note—�i is the uncertainty on each fit eigenvector. When �i = 1, the uncertainty is approximately the 1� dispersion in the population.

The data from the CfA, SDSS, SNLS, and HST surveys were obtained via the JLA compilation (Betoule et al. 2014).

The addition of these uncertainties degrades the co-
e�cient measurement precision, therefore reducing the
number of SN Ia passing quality cuts. With a 1% naive
uncertainty model, the number of SN Ia passing our
quality cuts are N = 194, and dropping to N = 126
with the 2% uncertainty model. Ultimately, the final
data sets are dominated by CSP SNe Ia.
Several factors contribute to the poor constraints on

the model parameters. A large factor is wavelength
coverage. The SNEMO model is defined from 3300–
8600 Å, and any observations in bands with rest-frame
wavelengths outside of this range are not used to con-
strain the model parameters. As an example, we find
that all of the SNLS objects that pass our cuts are at
redshifts below 0.7, which is where the e↵ective wave-
length of the r-band falls below the lower bound of the
SNEMO wavelength range. Table 1 shows how varying
the light-curve fit quality cuts and uncertainty model
a↵ects the total number of SN Ia in our sample.

2.2. UNITY1.2

We used the Unified Nonlinear Inference for Type Ia
cosmologY (UNITY) framework to estimate the coe�-
cients our standardization equation. UNITY, a Bayesian
hierarchical model implemented in Stan (Carpenter
et al. 2017) using pystan (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.598257),
was developed by Rubin et al. (2015) and further re-

fined by Hayden et al. (2019). A more recent version
(UNITY1.2) now includes the capability of modeling
Tripp-like standardization equations with an arbitrary
number of standardization parameters, going beyond
the standard two. These latest updates can be found at
https://github.com/rubind/host unity. The computa-
tional analysis procedures for this work are documented
in the rdr2019/makefile. Because our focus is on
standardization and not cosmology directly, we assume
a flat, ⇤CDM cosmology with ⌦M = 0.3.
Using the SNEMO7 model with UNITY requires a

total of eight standardization coe�cients: six for the
light-curve-shape eigenvectors, one for the color law, and
finally a coe�cient describing the e↵ect (if any) of host
galaxy stellar mass. These can be combined into a stan-
dardized distance modulus equation, following the Tripp
convention:

µ = mB �
⇣
MB + �As + �m+

NX

i=1

↵ici
⌘

(3)

where µ, mB , MB are the distance modulus, appar-
ent and absolute magnitude respectively, the same as
Equation (1). For SALT2 and SNEMO2, N = 1, but
for SNEMO7, N = 6. As and � are the color term
and color standardization coe�cient respectively. As

is a spectral variant of the traditional AV extinction.
For comparison to SALT2, As should be approximately

Color
Host Stellar Mass

Light-curve shape

Parameter estimation via UNITY, Rubin+ 2015



Results



Starting at the End

• Only the highest quality light-curve data can constrain the SNEMO7 
parameters


• SNEMO2 performs comparable to SALT2


• What can we gain by using SNEMO3–6?



Constraining Model Parameters
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!58% are CSP!



Standardization with SNEMO2



SNEMO2
!Comparable to SALT2 

(blue guidelines)!

Orange - 0% error model 
Blue - 1% error model 
Grey - 2% error model



SNEMO7



Orange - 0% error model 
Blue - 1% error model 
Grey - 2% error model

• �  guidelines to SALT2

• �  guidelines to SNFactory values

σunexplained & γ
αi & β



!Strong correlations 
between standardization 
coefficients of high order 
eigenvectors!



• SNEMO is a new SN Ia 
spectral-temporal model, 
motivated by recent research

• What can we gain by using 
SNEMO3–6?
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• Only the highest quality light-
curve data can constrain the 
SNEMO7 parameters

• SNEMO2 performs comparable 
to SALT2
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Figure 8. Demonstrative spectra and lightcurves produced using SNEMO7. See Figure 6 for descriptions

of each panel.



Thank you
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